AGNl  PURANAM.	33*
with one oat of the three fundamental attributes (guna), the one
object of sense-perception, and the primordial cause revealed
in  the form of the eternal blissful one (Sadashiva), should be
contemplated as having been located in the phase of beatitude
beyond the region of absolute bliss (Shantyatita Kala); and the
latter iu its turn should be projected into the thread described
above (Pasha Sutra)  resplendent with  its  white effulgence,
by repeating the mantra which runs as "Om Houm Hum Fut"
to the Shantyatita Kalapasha,   Thus having taken   that out,
the preceptor should place the same on the head of the thread
abovedescribed, and cast  three oblations  of  clarified butter
into the fire ior ensuring the stay of the Shantyatita Kala'in
the thread (17—19).  Two out of the twenty-five fundamental
principles of the universe, the two letters Kaand Tha, and the
two Bijnadis, together with the two  out of the three funda-
mental qualities,  the two mantras, the one absolute cause
situated at the occult nerve-ganglion of that name and called
the Ishvara,    the   twelve   terms   signifying   the    different >
attributes of   the god (padas),   the seventeen worlds,   and
one   out   of   the   five   Visayas   (objects   of    sense-per-
ception)  should be considered as   merged   in  the Shanta
Kala, which should be mentally projected into the principle
of beatitude known as the Krishna, the god Achyuata having
been  meditated upon  therein.   The phase or the beatitude
of bliss should be taken out of the latter principle by per-
forming the rite, of Tadana and placed at the mouth of his
occult psychic nerve.   Then the preceptor should cast three
oblations into the fire with the Atma mantras, for invoking
the presence of the above beatitude in that part of ttie thread*
Then in the phase or the principle of knowledge located ia
the beatitude   called the   Atiriktat   the sewen   Caitwas or
the fundamental principles of the raiverse together wirf* the
twenty-one beatkodes, six letters, ^od tweaif-fi« worlds, lU
three qualities* the object born of the cause df Radra,
be psychically ensconced*   The preceptor shwW
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